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IntroDUctIon 

The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) is one of the largest, intact temperate zone ecosystems on earth, with all its native 
wildlife.  The 23 million acre GYE is characterized by rich wildlife and fishery resources, wild landscapes that provide unique 
opportunities for solitude, and massive expanses of public lands. As a result, outdoor recreation plays an important economic 
and social role in Greater Yellowstone. Communities like Teton Valley, ID have shifted from an agriculturally based economy to 
one driven largely by recreation and tourism. In booming western communities like Bozeman, MT, the quality of life provided by 
access to healthy public lands and world class outdoor recreation resources has attracted a large amount of skill, talent, and new 
business opportunity (Rasker 2012). 

As Greater Yellowstone grows in popularity, many are concerned that public land managers will be increasingly challenged 
to find balance between accommodating opportunities for new and better recreational experiences, while also protecting the 
natural resources and wild character that make the GYE ecologically unique and attractive for outdoor recreationists. Some of 
the major challenges land managers are facing are damage to soil and watersheds, increases in exotic species, wildlife habitat 
fragmentation, crowding, noise, loss of wild character, and conflicts among user groups (GYCC 2006). Urban interface areas are 
growing, environmental impacts of recreation are increasing, and public interest in recreational opportunity is rising (USFS 
2015). At the same time, infrastructure condition is declining, and agency budgets continue to decrease (USFS 2015). Despite 
growing pressure on recreation managers resulting from population growth and changing technologies, Greater Yellowstone 
is unique, and recreation must be considered in this context (GYCC 2006). Some argue that the old golden rule of the outdoor 
recreation community, place first, is fading and needs to be re-invigorated (Solomon 2016). Additionally, outdoor recreation faces 
threats in the future; some estimate the recreation sector of the Montana economy will be heavily impacted by climate change 
due to increases in wildfire frequency and severity, lower, warmer stream flows, and degraded snow conditions (Federation et al. 
2015). 

At the Greater Yellowstone Coalition, our mission is to work with people to protect the lands, waters, and wildlife of Greater 
Yellowstone. We are outdoor recreationists, and recognize the important role that outdoor recreation plays in the health, well-
being, and economic prosperity of places like the GYE. In light of the potential challenges that rising visitation, regional 
population growth, and limited agency resources might pose for balancing rising recreational demands with conservation of 
the resources that make the GYE special, we want to take steps to ensure that all stakeholders are moving toward working in 
an integrated fashion to responsibly plan for outdoor recreational access. We identified the need for an inventory of recreational 
use patterns, benefits, and challenges as being an important first step. A shared vision for recreation in the GYE must start with 
a common understanding of what we know and don’t know about the state of outdoor recreation in this region. The purpose of 
this report is to identify what we know about: 1) where, how, and to what extent people are recreating in the GYE, 2) the benefits 
and impacts of recreation in the GYE, and 3) examples of solutions to challenges at the intersection of conservation values and 
recreation priorities. 
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BAcKGroUnD AnD sUmmAry

Recently, increasing demand for recreation access has generated friction between recreation and conservation groups. Efforts 
to change the Wilderness Act to accommodate mountain biking access, and a push for a bill to allow backcountry paddling 
in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks are just a couple examples. A wedge between conservation and recreation 
interests is detrimental as we face the need to work together now more than ever. At the same time, MT Governor Steve Bullock 
has developed a state office of outdoor recreation, in recognition of the crucial role our public lands play in the economic 
prosperity of the state.  With threats to public lands and growth in Greater Yellowstone, alliances between recreationists and 
conservationists will be key to maintaining high quality recreational experiences and ensuring the GYE remains intact well into 
the future. 

Recreation and conservation are inherently tied. Often, outdoor recreation fosters appreciation for the natural world. Our 
outdoor experiences in the GYE are enhanced by healthy environments. The outdoor industry recognizes public lands as a crucial 
investment. For example, the 2017 Outdoor Recreation Economy report states, “America’s land and water underpin the American 
spirit. Investments in outdoor recreation on public lands and waters earn compounding returns in the form of healthier 
communities, healthier economies, and healthier people.” Many of our nation’s most noteworthy conservationists such as John 
Muir, John Wesley Powell and Teddy Roosevelt were avid outdoor adventurers. Today, modern day conservation and public land 
advocates are linked to the outdoor industry such as Patagonia’s Yvon Chouinard, North Face founder Doug Tompkins or Black 
Diamond’s Peter Metcalf. The Outdoor Industry Association’s policy agenda includes defending important land protection laws 
like the Wilderness Act and the Antiquities Act, and protecting policies and processes that facilitate stewardship of public lands 
in the United States (outdoorindustry.org). The outdoor industry is proving to be an increasingly important force. The Outdoor 
Recreation Jobs and Economic Impact (or REC) Act of 2016 mandates consideration of outdoor recreation as part of the U.S. 
economy, and illustrates the growing role of the outdoor recreation industry in U.S. society. 

To build the foundation for a shared understanding between conservation and recreation interests in the GYE, we attempted 
to describe the current state of outdoor recreation in the region. To do this, we conducted a thorough literature review of 
recreation impacts, benefits and management strategies, held interviews with land managers and recreational users around 
the region, and hosted 2 roundtable workshops with recreational users in communities of the GYE. Additionally, we compiled 
and synthesized existing recreational use information, and collated all existing recreation related geospatial data from the 
major state and federal public land and wildlife management agencies. We developed a set of maps to depict the intersection of 
recreation and conservation priorities in the GYE, that we hope will aid the discussion about what we do and don’t know about 
recreational use patterns and potential challenges.

From a coarse perspective, participation in outdoor recreation and visitation to public lands of the GYE is large. Urban areas 
of the region are growing rapidly. This growth might be contributing to rising participation in recreational activity. However, 
with the exception of Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, there are not enough years of data on recreation related 
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visitation to decipher trends. At relevant decision making scales, we found that recreational use data (patterns, intensity, etc.) 
are sparse in the GYE. At the ranger district level of the U.S. Forest Service, decisions about recreation management are mostly 
based on anecdotal information, such as perceived recreational demand rather than recreational use counts. The Madison 
and Gallatin mountain ranges outside Bozeman and Big Sky, MT, Teton Region (ID and WY), and Cody, WY are hotspots of 
recreational resources and opportunity. Information shown in the interactive maps of digital applications like Adventure Projects 
corroborates these hotspots as areas of high recreational demand relative to the rest of Greater Yellowstone. Qualitative insights 
from interviews indicate a simple look at where recreation infrastructure is concentrated on the landscape may not capture other 
areas of high demand (e.g. outside of Red Lodge, MT). There is a pressing need for quantitative and spatially explicit information 
to back generalizations about where, how, and to what extent people are recreating in Greater Yellowstone.

The good news is there is recognition that the growth and prosperity in some of the urban interface areas of the GYE is 
attributable to spectacular public lands and world class recreational opportunities. In some cases, the economic benefit stems 
directly from the outdoor industry being the primary driver of a community’s economy. In others, the prosperity is tied to the 
place attracting a highly talented work force, new business, and growth in the technology industry (Rasker 2012). Additionally, 
we found there is general consensus that outdoor recreationists are increasingly engaged in advocating for the public land 
issues that matter to them; this engagement will be important to conservation of the GYE for generations to come.

 In general, we found challenges at the intersection of conservation and recreation exist around the GYE, but concerns about 
increasing pressures are most prevalent in the major population centers of the region (i.e. Bozeman, MT and Jackson, WY, which 
respectively sit within counties documenting 208% and 374% changes in population size since 1970; U.S. Census Bureau 2017). 
Challenges range from steep declines in federal agency budgets and the resulting inability to effectively monitor and mitigate 
impacts, to user group conflicts and misinformation regarding recreation impacts. In some areas, management challenges 
revolve around the pressures to accommodate new recreational opportunities and find balance with preservation of solitude 
and wildlife habitat, while in other areas concerns stem from inability to enforce existing regulations. Increasing recreational 
activity and an expanding/recovering grizzly bear population creates safety concerns, especially around the communities of Red 
Lodge, MT and Cody, WY. In a separate evaluation, we found the scientific literature highlights the social and economic benefits 
of recreation but uncovers the potential adverse consequence of cumulative human presence for wildlife habitat, water quality, 
and the wild character of this landscape (Regan 2018 unpublished review, Larson et al. 2016). Unfortunately, very few empirical 
studies have translated observed impacts of recreation to implications for ecological patterns or processes at consequential 
spatial or temporal scales (e.g. the implications of wildlife behavioral responses for population responses across a landscape).  
Additionally, with a few exceptions, the recreation ecology literature does not yet allow for generalizations that would beneficially 
inform current management frameworks. Despite so much uncertainty, many of the recreational users we talked to are hopeful 
that increasing interest in organized recreational groups and recreation advocacy is creating an opportunity to be proactive and 
effective in addressing potential challenges. 
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The information identified in this report was used as context for a symposium hosted in partnership with Montana State 
University on April 23-24, 2018 entitled Our Shared Place: The Present and Future of Recreation in Greater Yellowstone. The 
gathering explored how to balance rising recreational demand with the conservation needed to ensure a healthy GYE. Our goal 
was to bring together stakeholders and decision-makers in the recreation, conservation and land management communities to 
share knowledge and together identify next steps for building a vision around recreation planning and management in the GYE. 
This symposium was step one. We envision a day in the near future when land managers, recreationists, and conservationists 
agree on best recreation practices and engage in a coordinated, integrated approach to recreation management and planning on 
public lands in Greater Yellowstone.
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metHoDs  

Data collection
We compiled a list of contacts from all units of the relevant public land or wildlife management agencies in the GYE. On the 

federal side, these units were the 5 national forests (Custer Gallatin in MT, Beaverhead-Deerlodge in MT, Caribou-Targhee in 
ID and WY, Bridger-Teton in WY, and Shoshone in WY), 2 national parks (Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National 
Park), 3 Montana Bureau of Land Management (BLM) districts (Billings Field Office, Dillon Field Office, Butte Field Office), 1 
Idaho BLM district (Upper Snake Field Office), and 6 Wyoming BLM districts (Rock Springs Field Office, Kemmerer Field Office, 
Lander Field Office, Cody Field Office, Pinedale Field Office, and Worland Field Office). From the states we contacted Wyoming 
State Parks, Trails, and Historic Sites, Wyoming Game and Fish, Idaho Parks and Recreation, Idaho Fish and Game, Montana 
State Parks, and Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks. Manager contacts were given a brief description of our inventory project 
and asked about recreation related data, geospatial data, or other resources. Additionally, all agency websites and public data 
clearinghouses were thoroughly checked for recreation related data, recreation and wildlife habitat geospatial data, reports, or 
other resources. 

We also collected, read, and summarized local, regional, and national media coverage (dated between March 2016 and 
September 2017) related to the intersection of conservation and recreation. In total, we gathered 23 media articles.

We conducted 30 interviews with land managers and representatives from various recreational user groups. We targeted 
recreation managers representing each of the national forests at some level (forest or district) based on recommendations from 
our initial points of contact. Recreational user group representatives were identified through specific points of contact (e.g. 
directors of user group organizations) through a brainstorm process. We developed a list of all possible summer and winter 
recreational activities and identified key targets that, in conjunction with one another, could provide a fairly representative 
look at the GYE geographically, in terms of use types, and include a spectrum of opinions each interview might represent. We 
recognize our sample of interviewees was not random, and therefore may be biased. We simply wanted to use the interviews to 
get a general look at some of the conservation/recreation related topics being discussed. We developed a list of questions for land 
managers and recreational users (appendix A) aimed at capturing information about where and how people are recreating in 
the GYE, as well as the benefits, opportunities, challenges, and potential solutions related to recreation in Greater Yellowstone. 
One person conducted all interviews, and before each interview a standardized verbal description of this inventory was provided. 
Interviews were documented via hand-written notes.

In place of interviews in Cody, WY and Red Lodge, MT, we hosted roundtable discussions about conservation and recreation. 
The events were structured to elicit the same type of information regarding recreational use patterns, benefits, and challenges as 
the interviews (appendix B).
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Data synthesis
All existing recreation related data was summarized using Microsoft Excel. All geospatial data was compiled and cleaned 

(i.e. checked for accuracy and errors addressed) in ArcMap 10.4.1. We selected categories of data that were consistent across 
all jurisdictions (e.g. motorized trails, non-motorized trails, etc.) using the relevant attributes, exported all new datasets, and 
merged categories of data across all jurisdictions to create GYE-wide datasets.

GIS Analysis and Mapping
General spatial analysis: We calculated trail densities for all GYE motorized trails, non-motorized trails, and all trails 

using the line density tool in ArcMap 10.4.1. We used the default search radius for the area surrounding trails within which 
to calculate densities, as this option captured density relevant to the broad spatial scale of the entire GYE. Density rasters were 
symbolized as a gradient of the minimum to maximum trail density across the GYE.

In some cases, we collected additional data that could be added as attributes to existing recreation infrastructure spatial 
datasets as another measure of recreational demand. For example, we added the number of campsites as an attribute for 
national forest campgrounds, in order to display the spectrum of infrastructure associated with each site. We also added the 
number of permits and average group size recorded in the summer of 2016 as an attribute associated with each backcountry 
campsite location in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. Backcountry camping in the two national parks is restricted 
to designated sites or zones; therefore, location data is accurate and the permit information is a good indication of backcountry 
human use in the parks. We were only able to obtain dispersed campsite locations for one of the five GYE national forests, the 
Beaverhead-Deerlodge, and therefore did not use dispersed campsite locations as a data set on forest service lands. We also 
digitized a new feature class in ArcMap editor for Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Park entrances, and added attributes 
that describe traffic and visitor counts from the national park online visitor stats portal (NPS 2017). 

In order to corroborate interview themes with recreation resource data, we reviewed all interviews and documented instances 
where specific places in the GYE were mentioned as being either important or popular for some form of recreational activity. We 
then digitized a new polygon feature class in ArcMap editor to create a layer of areas mentioned in interviews. In cases where 
a trail was mentioned, we digitized the general area encompassing the geographic features that would be reasonably accessible 
(e.g. ridgeline to ridgeline for a trail within a drainage). In some cases, people referenced broad scale geographic features (e.g. 
the Gallatin Crest or the Wind River Range), and in these instances we again digitized the area encompassing the geographic 
features that best approximated the description. In other situations, interviewees or roundtable participants marked the areas 
they recreate in GYE maps we provided. In these instances, we digitized the same areas they marked.

Motorized use proxies: We identified motorized recreational vehicle registrations as the closest proxy for the amount of 
motorized recreation that exists across the GYE. We merged county boundary polygons for each state (MT, ID, WY) and added 
attributes in editor for off road vehicle and snowmobile registrations over 3 years for each of the counties that fall within or 
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intersect the GYE boundary we used throughout this assessment. The state of Wyoming tracks registrations by geographic 
regions rather than counties, so we applied registration numbers to the county that encompassed most of the geographic region 
in which the information was recorded, in order to be able to combine data for all three states. 

Sportsman use proxies: Hunter harvest reports and geospatial data depicting hunting unit polygons were obtained from 
each of the state wildlife management agencies. We added attributes in editor for the number of 2016 elk hunter days reported on 
harvest reports for each hunting district that falls within or intersects the GYE boundary. We also used 2016 elk harvest totals to 
create a new attribute that showed the number of harvests per day of hunting effort. We were only able to evaluate elk hunting 
because it was the only species that all three states had hunter data on in every district of the GYE in the years we assessed. 

Non-motorized use proxies: In examining specific non-mechanized, mechanized and non-motorized activities, we wanted 
to corroborate recreation resource data with information provided by online applications where a host provides a digital guide 
to recreation opportunities in the user’s area. We identified Adventure Projects as a widely used application that both provides 
information to recreational users and receives feedback/new content from local recreationists. To make a comparison between 
agency provided recreation resource data and Adventure Projects information, we used the online interactive map for each of 
the five categories the company focuses their application—Mountain Bike Project, Climbing Project, Running Project, Hiking 
Project, and Powder (backcountry skiing) Project. We examined data at a spatial scale that encompassed the entire geographic 
region of the GYE. At this scale, recreation opportunities show up on the interactive map as point locations reflecting the amount 
of opportunities in that classification available in that area (e.g. there are 107 opportunities for mountain biking in the Teton 
Region). We digitized new point feature classes in ArcMap 10.4.1 (by approximating the location of points shown at the scale of 
the GYE on the Adventure Projects website; precision was not important as the points are intended to reflect regions of recreation 
opportunity). We then added attributes to each of these point feature classes that described the number of opportunities 
documented on Adventure Projects, so that the data could be symbolized as a gradient of point sizes (using natural breaks in the 
data). While the information that can be gleaned from digital applications like that of Adventure Projects is simply a different 
look at recreation resources (and not necessarily intensity of use), in some ways it serves as a proxy for recreational demand, 
given the opportunity for exchange of information between the recreational user and the application interface.

Similarly, Strava is a digital application where users document the places they recreate. Strava produces interactive heat 
maps that show the places receiving activity in the application, along a gradient from low use to high use. We made comparisons 
between our data on recreational infrastructure, other proxies for recreation demand, and the Strava online heat maps. 

Other outdoor recreation proxies: In order to depict the potential demand for outdoor gear (and thus interest in outdoor 
recreational activities), we used a Google search protocol to identify the number of outdoor retail shops in GYE communities. We 
conducted searches for Bozeman (MT), Big Sky (MT), Livingston (MT), Gardiner (MT), Red Lodge (MT), Ennis (MT), Dillon (MT), 
West Yellowstone (MT), Island Park (ID), Cooke City (MT), Driggs (ID), Victor (ID), Ashton (ID), Jackson (WY), Pinedale (WY), 
Dubois (WY), Lander (WY), and Cody (WY). For each community, we conducted 8 searches: 
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1. outdoor gear stores [community name], 

2. hunting stores [community name], 

3. fishing stores [community name], 

4. fly shops [community name], 

5. ski shops [community name], 

6. bike shops [community name], 

7. snowmobiles and ATVs [community name] and 

8. climbing shops [community name]. 

We combined the number of outdoor gear shop hits for each search and subtracted any overlap that occurred among searches. 
We included the number of outdoor gear shops as an attribute to our GYE cities layer so that the cities could be symbolized 
as a gradient of point sizes depicting the number of outdoor gear shops (using natural breaks in the data). Additionally, 
we conducted a search on the U.S. Census Bureau website for the most recent population estimate for each community. We 
divided the number of outdoor gear shops by the population of each place to create a number of outdoor gear shops per person 
attribute for each GYE town.

Qualitative data
We used the free version of QDA Miner Lite software (QDA Miner Lite v1.4.6, 2004-2014) to organize all interview and 

roundtable data. Hand written notes were typed exactly as written and imported into the software. User group representatives, 
land managers, and roundtables were separated as variables. We developed a coding structure for themes related to where 
people recreate, how they recreate, values of outdoor recreation and conservation, recreation benefits, recreation challenges, 
and place based aspects to each of these themes (appendix C). All notes for each variable were read by one person and coded into 
the themes referenced in Appendix C. We conducted code queries to pull out major themes relevant to the questions we were 
seeking to answer in this report. For example, we queried all text coded as “challenges” for both “land manager” and “user group 
representative” variables that were tagged as being geographically tied to Driggs, Victor, or Jackson to identify some of the 
potential themes around challenges at the intersection of conservation and recreation in the Teton region.
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resUlts

Public lands and growth in the GYE:
The Greater Yellowstone Coalition defines the GYE 

boundary based on watersheds, mountain ranges, and 
ecological processes like ungulate migrations. Communities 
throughout the GYE are characterized by close proximity 
to public lands (see figure 1); Greater Yellowstone contains 
13,192,300 acres of federal public lands (GYCC 2006). A 
large portion of these lands (4,833,810 acres) offer primitive 
recreation opportunities (GYCC 2006). Visitation estimates 
to some GYE public lands are high (see table 1), but there are 
not enough years of monitoring information on the national 
forests to decipher trends in visitation. On the other hand, 
the national parks have counted visitors over many years, 
so we know that visitation has increased in Yellowstone 
National Park (see figure 2). In addition to rising visitation 
to national parks like Yellowstone and Grand Teton, some 
counties of the GYE (e.g. Teton County, WY) are experiencing 
rapid growth, while others (e.g. Caribou County, ID) are 
either growing much slower or experiencing a population 
decline (Headwaters Economics Economic Profile System; 
see table 2). Public lands and an outdoor lifestyle are a 
draw (Rasker 2012), and there are signs that the GYE is 
growing in popularity as a place to visit and live. With a few 
fairly localized exceptions, there is a dearth of knowledge 
around recreation related visitation at fine spatial scales over 
timeframes that allow for identifying trends. In other words, 
a lot of people are moving to and visiting the GYE, but we 
know little about the spatial patterns of public land recreation 
related visitation.

Figure 1: Public lands (green) of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.  Data 
sources: Greater Yellowstone Coalition, Idaho Geospatial Office, Montana Spatial 
Data Infrastructure, National Elevation Dataset.  Map Author: Brooke Regan.
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tABle 1: Recent visitation estimates by land jurisdiction in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

Land JuRisdiction Past Visitation 
EstimatE

most REcEnt Visitation 
EstimatE

Custer-Gallatin National Forest 1,767,000 (FY 2009) 3,088,000 (FY 2014)
Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest 692,000 (FY 2010) 751,000 (FY 2015)
Caribou-Targhee National Forest 2,065,000 (FY 2010) 1,468,000 (FY 2015)
Bridger-Teton National Forest 2,369,000 (FY 2008) 1,951,000 (FY 2013)
Shoshone National Forest 501,000 (FY 2009) 483,000 (FY 2014)
Yellowstone National Park 3,640,185 (CY 2010) 4,257,177 (CY 2016)
Grand Teton National Park 2,669,374 (CY 2010) 3,270,076 (CY 2016)

Data sources: National Visitor Use Monitoring Survey, National Park Service Visitor Stats Portal.

Figure 2:  Yellowstone National Park visitation, 1904 to present.        
Data source: National Park Service Visitor Stats Portal.
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tABle 2: Percent population change from 1970 to 2015 in 
each county of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

GYE countY
1970 -2015 % 
PoPuLation 
chanGE

Madison (MT) 57
Gallatin (MT) 208
Park (MT) 41
Sweetgrass (MT) 22
Stillwater (MT) 102
Carbon (MT) 47
Clark (ID) 17
Fremont (ID) 46
Madison (ID) 182
Teton (ID) 348
Bonneville (ID) 109
Jefferson (ID) 131
Bingham (ID) 54
Caribou (ID) 3
Lincoln (WY) 113
Sublette (WY) 164
Park (WY) 64
Washakie (WY) 10
Teton (WY) 374
Fremont (WY) 42
Hot Springs (WY) -6
Big Horn (WY) 17

Data source: United States Census Bureau.

Economic research indicates access to outdoor opportunity and public 
lands is the key factor driving the higher rates of population and economic 
growth in the Rocky Mountain West relative to much of the United States 
(Schechter 2002; 2006, Rasker 2012). A recent report indicated tourism to 
Yellowstone National Park resulted in $680.3 million in economic benefits 
in 2016, and created 8,156 jobs (NPS 2017b). Recreationists spend almost 
$10 billion annually in areas around national forests (USFS 2016). The 
three states that comprise the GYE (MT, ID, WY) benefit from 199,000 
direct jobs created by outdoor recreation (outdoorindustry.org). Outdoor 
recreation in the three states combined generates $20.5 billion in consumer 
spending, $6.1 billion in wages and salaries, and $1.25 billion in state and 
local tax revenue (outdoorindustry.org). 

Healthy public lands are crucial to the socioeconomic well-being of 
the GYE. For example, communities near newly designated national 
monuments experience increases in various measures of economic 
prosperity (Mehl 2017). In MT, national parks alone account for 
$252,004,000 in income and 8,984 jobs (Headwaters Economics 2017). 
In Idaho, national parks generate $12,076,000 in income and 476 direct 
jobs (Headwaters Economics 2017). In Wyoming, national parks generate 
$434,973,000 in income and 14,832 direct jobs (Headwaters Economics 
2017). An example at a finer scale, the Henry’s Fork of the Upper Snake 
River provides economic benefits as a high quality angling destination 
(Loomis et al. 2005). Angling related benefits of the Henry’s Fork include 
851 jobs and $29 million in income (Loomis et al. 2005). When the fishery 
is healthy and fish are 25% larger, Loomis et al. (2005) estimated the 
economic impact to rise to 1438 jobs and $49 million in income. Angling on 
the South Fork of the Upper Snake River produces 341 jobs and $12 million 
in income (Loomis et al. 2005). The amount of protected public lands 
surrounding communities throughout the west is positively correlated with 
income, and growth in per capita investment income (Rasker 2013).

It is clear that access to outdoor recreational opportunity is of 
substantial economic benefit to the 3 states that comprise Greater 
Yellowstone. Next, we examine in more detail where recreation 
infrastructure, and thus opportunities, are most abundant in the region.

http://outdoorindustry.org
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Recreational Infrastructure in the GYE:
There are several hotspots where public land recreation resources 

are dense relative to the rest of the GYE (see figures 3 and 4). The 
density of opportunities for trail access and developed recreational 
infrastructure is highest in the Gallatin and Madison Mountain 
ranges (MT), the Teton Region (WY and ID) and surrounding Cody, 
WY (see figure 3). Information derived from the suite of online 
applications known as Adventure Projects corroborates where 
recreation opportunities are concentrated across the landscape of 
the GYE (see figure 4). Adventure Projects hosts digital applications 
that allow users to rate and document the places they recreate. 
Applications like these, that essentially serve as digital guidebooks, 
can arguably be considered 
proxies for recreation demand 
and shine light on where 
recreation demand may be 
high relative to other areas of 
a given landscape. Outdoor 
gear shops could be another 
proxy for the abundance of 
recreation opportunities, as 
retailers likely locate in areas 
close to high quality recreation 
resources where demand for 
outdoor recreation gear may be 
higher. The spectrum of number 
of outdoor shops corroborates 
the recreation resource data 
as well (see figure 4). Strava 
is another application where 
users document the places 
they recreate. A screenshot 
of Strava’s heat map in the 
GYE shows similar hotspots of 
high recreation infrastructure 

Figure 3:  Recreation resources in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.  
Data sources: Greater Yellowstone Coalition, National Elevation 
Dataset, Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, 
Wyoming Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land 
Management, National Park Service, Idaho Department of Parks and 
Recreation, Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, Wyoming Department 
of State Parks, Trails, and Historic Sites.  Map author: Brooke Regan.
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and demand around Bozeman/Big 
Sky, the Teton region, and around 
Cody (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows 
the areas interviewees specifically 
mentioned as being among their 
favorites or popular areas to recreate 
in the GYE. For the most part, this 
information also corresponds to where 
recreation opportunities are most 
densely concentrated across the GYE. 
However, interviewees also mentioned 
popular areas that recreation 
infrastructure data alone does not 
highlight (Figure 6), indicative of the 
limitations that existing data pose 
to truly understanding the spatial 
patterns of recreational pressures in 
the GYE.

 

Figure 4: Recreation opportunities in the 
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.  Data 

sources: Greater Yellowstone Coalition, 
National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial 

Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, 
Wyoming Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest 

Service, Bureau of Land Management, National 
Park Service, Idaho Department of Parks and 

Recreation, Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, 
Wyoming Department of State Parks, Trails, 

and Historic Sites, Adventure Projects online 
interactive map.  Map author: Brooke Regan
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Figure 5: A screenshot of user 
informed recreational activity 
developed by Strava labs.  White 
areas receive the most foot, bike, 
water, and winter sport activity in 
the application relative to the areas 
in dark red.  Areas not along the 
color gradient from red to white 
are not documented by users in the 
application.
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Figure 6:  Recreation opportunities 
mentioned in recreational user interviews.  
Data sources: Greater Yellowstone 
Coalition, National Elevation Dataset, 
Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure, 
Idaho Geospatial Office, Wyoming 
Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, National 
Park Service, Idaho Department of Parks 
and Recreation, Montana Fish, Wildlife, 
and Parks, Wyoming Department of 
State Parks, Trails, and Historic Sites.  
Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Hunting and Fishing in the GYE:
The 2011 National Hunting and Fishing 

Survey, which takes place every several 
years, indicated there were 447,000 anglers 
in ID, representing 5,507,000 fishing 
days; 267,000 anglers in MT, representing 
2,450,000 fishing days; and 303,000 anglers 
in WY, representing 3,123,000 fishing days 
(USDI et al. 2011). There were 246,000 
hunters, representing 3,227,000 hunting 
days in ID; 150,000 hunters and 2,493,000 
hunter days in MT; and 140,000 hunters, 
equivalent to 1,726,000 hunter days in 
WY (USDI et al. 2011). Lastly, the survey 
documented 558,000 wildlife watchers, 
equivalent to 3,757,000 wildlife watching 
days in ID; 402,000 wildlife watchers or 
1,395,000 days in MT; and 518,000 wildlife 
watchers or 3,125,000 watching days in 
WY (USDI et al. 2011). Figure 7 shows the 

number of elk hunter days by hunting district across the GYE; the 
Bozeman and Big Sky areas of MT show up as most heavily used, 
among other regions such as the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness 
outside of Red Lodge, MT, as well as the Island Park and Caribou 
Mountain areas of ID. The hunting districts experiencing the heaviest 
use are adjacent to the most heavily populated places in the GYE 
(Figure 7). However, hunters may be most successful in districts that 
receive less hunting pressure (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 7:  2016 elk hunting days (all weapons) for each hunting district 
in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.  Data sources:  Greater 
Yellowstone Coalition, National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial 
Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, Wyoming Geospatial Hub, 
Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, Idaho Fish and Game, Wyoming Game 
and Fish.  Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Figure 8:  The number of 2016 elk 
harvests per day of hunting effort for 
each hunting district in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem.  Data sources: 
Greater Yellowstone Coalition, National 
Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial Data 
Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, 
Wyoming Geospatial Hub, Montana 
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, Idaho Fish and 
Game, Wyoming Game and Fish.  Map 
author: Brooke Regan.
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Motorized recreation in the GYE:
The number of 2016 Off 

Road Vehicle registrations by 
county of the GYE are shown in 
Figure 9. The largest number 
of motorized registrations 
occurred in counties 
encompassing or adjacent 
to Bozeman and Big Sky in 
MT, and the communities of 
the Teton region in ID and 
WY. To some degree, this 
map reflects where the most 

people are concentrated across 
the GYE (and may not be a 
measure of where actual use is 
taking place). However, there 
were relatively high numbers 
of registrations in Fremont 
County, ID as well as Fremont 
County, WY (where recreation 
resources showed up as less 
dense in earlier maps). Data for 
WY snowmobile registrations 
was not available. As a result, 
we could not depict snowmobile 

registrations by county for the entire GYE. However, economic 
estimates indicate Fremont County, ID receives the second 
most expenditures (around 25.4 million) resulting from 
snowmobiling of any other county in ID (Black et al. 2017). 
A recent survey indicated snowmobiling in WY generated 
roughly $84 million in expenditures during the 2011-2012 
winter. Togwotee Pass outside of Dubois, WY was among 
the most popular destinations for resident and non-resident 
snowmobilers (Nagler et al. 2012).

Figure 9:  Summer off road vehicle 
registrations (2016) for each 
county of the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem.  Data sources:  Greater 
Yellowstone Coalition, National 
Elevation Dataset, Montana 
Spatial Data Infrastructure, Idaho 
Geospatial Office, Wyoming 
Geospatial Hub, Montana State 
Parks, Idaho Department of 
Parks and Recreation, Wyoming 
Department of State Parks, Trails, 
and Historic Sites.  Map author:  
Brooke Regan.
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National Park Visitation:
Yellowstone and Grand Teton national parks receive a large amount of visitation during the summer and winter season. 

Visitation to Yellowstone National Park has increased 50% since 2000 (White 2018). In February 2017, Yellowstone National Park 
documented 32,275 recreation visits (NPS 2017). As of June, for the 2017 calendar year, Yellowstone National Park documented 
889,805 recreation visits (NPS 2017). In February 2017 alone, Yellowstone National Park recorded 9,116 snowmobiler visits (NPS 
2017). As of June, for the 2017 calendar year, Grand Teton National Park documented 329 fishing visitors, 18,264 river floaters, 
380 snowmobilers, and 10,419 cross-country skiers. During the 2016 winter, the majority of the cross-country skiers recreated 
in the Jenny Lake area, while the majority of snowmobilers recreated in the Colter Bay area (NPS 2017). Peak recreation 
visitation to both parks typically occurs in the month of July. In Yellowstone National Park in the last 5 years, this number has 
been around 800,000-900,000 visitors, while in the last 5 years Grand Teton National Park has documented 600,000-750,000 
visitors in July (NPS 2017). The number of tour buses entering Yellowstone National Park increased 46.5% between 2014 and 
2016 and 130% in the last 5 years (nps.gov). Figures 10 and 11 show an increase over time in Grand Teton National Park 
concessionaire camping overnights and backcountry camping overnights.  Figure 12 displays the range of visitation estimates 
at each park entrance, as well as the spectrum of permit activity in backcountry campsites. The most popular backcountry 
campsites in Yellowstone National Park are in the southwest corner of the park, and the majority of Grand Teton National Park 
backcountry activity occurs south of Jackson Lake and in the southwest area of the jurisdiction (Figure 12).   

Figure 10: Number of camping stays at concessionaire run campgrounds 
in Grand Teton National Park, 1978 to present. Data source: National Park 
Service Visitor Stats Portal.

Figure 11: Number of backcountry campers in Grand Teton National Park, 
1978 to present. Data source: National Park Service Visitor Stats Portal.
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Figure 12:  June (2017) visitation to Yellowstone 
and Grand Teton National Parks at each entrance, 
and 2016 backcountry permits issued for each 
backcountry campsite in the two National Parks.  
Data sources:  Greater Yellowstone Coalition, 
National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial Data 
Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, Wyoming 
Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest Service, Bureau of 
Land Management, National Park Service, Montana 
State Parks, Idaho Department of Parks and 
Recreation, Wyoming Department of State Parks, 
Trails, and Historic Sites.  Map author:  Brooke Regan.
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The GYE is ecologically unique:
Most interviewees mentioned the 

wild attributes that make the GYE a 
special place to live and recreate (see 
figure 13). Survey respondents in Teton 
County, WY referenced wildlife among 
other important considerations in 
their decision to move to the area (RRC 
Associates 2015). One could argue that 
the healthy natural resources of Greater 
Yellowstone are what make the outdoor 
experiences in this region so rich, and 
give many GYE residents and visitors 
such a strong connection to this place. 
The GYE is the last intact temperate 
ecosystem in the lower 48 states. It is 
characterized by healthy populations 
of all its native carnivores, hosts core 
habitat for grizzly bears, important 
migratory corridors for large ungulate 
herds, highly connective wildlife 
habitat within the Intermountain West, 
and some of the healthiest cold-water 
fisheries in the lower 48 (figure 14). 

Figure 13: Word cloud generated from interviewee responses to a question about why they choose the places 
they recreate in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. Word cloud application: wordle.net.
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Figure 14: Various broad scale ecological values of the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem. Data sources: Greater Yellowstone Coalition, 
National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure, Idaho 
Geospatial Office, Wyoming Geospatial Hub, Interagency Grizzly Bear 
Study Team, Craighead Institute, Theobald et al. 2012. Map author: 
Brooke Regan.

Outdoor recreation and the GYE are changing:
Nationally, participation 

in nature based recreational 
activities is increasing 
(Cordell et al. 2008) and 
grew 7.1% between 2001 
and 2009 (Cordell 2012). 
User days grew 40% (Cordell 
2012). On the other hand, 
Cordell (2012) found that 
while motorized recreation 
participation increased up 
until 2005, national use 

declined from 2005 to 2009. Participation in hunting, fishing, and 
backcountry recreational use was flat nationally from 2005 to 2009 
(Cordell 2012). Some evidence suggests participation in hunting 
and fishing is being replaced by interest in wildlife/bird watching 
and photography (Cordell 2012). A U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Survey found similar results, as participation in wildlife watching 
increased 21% between 2006 and 2016 and hunting participation 
decreased 8% (USDI et al. 2016). However, national participation in 
angling increased 19% between 2006 and 2016 (USDI et al. 2016).  
Additionally, the average age and level of education of wilderness 
visitors has increased over time (Watson and Cole 2003). Several 
interviewees stated that they are seeing an increasing disconnect 
in the perceived values of younger generations of recreationists 
and older generations, as gear technology changes and popularity 
of sports like mountain biking, backcountry paddling, and 
backcountry skiing grows. National Outdoor Leadership School 
enrollment rates have increased in recent years, supporting other 
evidence that participation in outdoor recreation is increasing 
(see figure 15). Despite general knowledge that participation in 
outdoor recreation is going up, and many counties of the GYE are 
growing, there is no current data to describe the temporal trends for 
recreation participation specific to the GYE.
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With growth in recreation participation, there 
might be increased demand for recreational access 
at the same time many public land management 
agency budgets for recreation are declining. For 
example, on the Bridger-Teton National Forest, 
the recreation appropriation declined 24% from 
fiscal year 2009 to 2013 (USFS 2014). Meanwhile, 
more than 50% of the Forest Service’s annual 
appropriated budget is dedicated to fighting 
wildland fire, up from 16% of the annual budget in 
1995 (USFS 2015b). 

Many communities in the West have actively 
shifted from extractive or agricultural industries 
to those characterized by lifestyle, technology 
and access to recreational and natural amenities 
(Alexander 2009). Only 7% of Western state jobs 
derive from extractive industries. For example, the 
majority of the economic growth in Teton County, 
ID in recent years is attributable to the lifestyle of 
the area and opportunities for outdoor amenities 
(Koson et al. 2013). The Teton County economic 

plan emphasizes enhancing recreational access and protecting natural resources for the purposes of economic growth (Koson et 
al. 2013).  On the other hand, there may be some areas of the GYE where extractive industries have declined and other economic 
alternatives have not been explored. For example, statewide coal production in Wyoming has declined 17% since 2008, largely 
attributable to declining natural gas prices, slow national economic growth, and development of renewable energy in other 
places (Godby et al. 2015). Wyoming is the only Western state, outside of Alaska, still focused on extractive industries, which 
account for 13.7% of all personal income (Alexander 2009). There is opportunity for economic diversification and growth via the 
outdoor recreation industry in communities historically reliant on extractive industries, but it requires careful planning and best 
practices to ensure extractive development does not impact the environment and thus valuable recreation resources (Public Land 
Solutions 2017). Recreational access and presence of public lands is an important factor in economic growth, as opportunities for 
a recreational lifestyle attract talent, new businesses, retirees, and investment income (Alexander 2009). 

Figure 15: The number of students enrolled in National Outdoor Leadership School classes 
between 2010 and 2016 (data source: NOLS State of the School Report 2016).
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Potential challenges in an era of change: 
The good news is that growth brought by the lifestyle appeal of opportunities for outdoor access in Greater Yellowstone bring 

a talented workforce, and thus potential for economic diversification and prosperity (Rasker 2012). Some interviewees mentioned 
they believe increased participation in outdoor recreation may translate to residents of Greater Yellowstone becoming more 
actively engaged in advocating for natural resource protection.

However, the combination of rising visitation and residential growth in the GYE, little understanding of patterns and trends 
related to recreational use at multiple spatial scales, and serious limitations to agency resources for managing recreation, all 
mean that we do not have a solid understanding of the potential challenges we may face with balancing conservation goals 
and recreation priorities in the future. Healthy natural amenities drive interest in living in the West and are an important 
component of a healthy economy (Alexander 2009). Our interviewees seemed to recognize the challenge to find balance that 
ensures the unique characteristics of the GYE are not degraded as many areas of the region grow. One user stated, “We need 
a comprehensive view of recreation that balances it [recreation] with what makes Greater Yellowstone unique.” While media 
coverage on the intersection of conservation and recreation indicates challenges largely boil down to conflicts over what uses are 
appropriate within special land designations like wilderness (see figure 16), we found much more depth to the issues that land 
managers are facing around recreation. One interviewee in Cody highlighted frustration among the recreation community with 
the conservation community’s unwillingness to compromise on conservation protections. He noted, “Wilderness may not always 
be the appropriate designation for an area.”

Figure 16: Word cloud generated from media 
coverage of conservation and recreation topics 

throughout 2016 and 2017.

Disagreements about what types of recreation are 
appropriate in what places are driving wedges between 
the conservation and recreation interests that were 
historically aligned in their fight to protect the natural 
world (Absolon 2017). Recent efforts by Senator Steve 
Daines in MT and Representative Liz Cheney in WY to 
dissolve Wilderness Study Areas and thus undermine 
collaborative efforts to resolve the fate of such areas 
are examples of the political implications of a divided 
recreation community. 
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Additionally, our interviewees expressed concerns when asked about the changes they have noticed with recreation in the 
GYE (see figure 17). One interviewee in the Bozeman area indicated that front country trails are taxed at best, and in some cases 
overrun and at their limits. Several interviewees from around the GYE mentioned access issues, and described the impacts of 
other user groups on desired settings of an area. 

These potential challenges will require careful, integrated, 
and coordinated recreation planning and design to ensure that 
access, and the unique attributes of the GYE, are maintained 
for generations to come.  The mission statement of the U.S. 
Forest Service contains language about sustaining the health 
of Forest Service lands to meet the needs of present and future 
generations, while the Bureau of Land Management specifies that 
sustaining public land health is for multiple use and enjoyment. 
On the other hand, the National Park Service specifically 
states that preservation of resources is their mission, in order 
to provide enjoyment, education and inspiration for current 
and future generations. This contradiction in missions makes 
coordinated approaches to any natural resource issues especially 
challenging. 

In talking to land managers, we found there is a surprising 
lack of recreation monitoring data, such as user counts. Based 
on the lack of available data and recreation monitoring, we 
inferred that many recreation management decisions are based 
on anecdotal evidence. The justification for new recreation 
infrastructure is often cited as increased user demand for access, 
however there is little data to describe what this demand looks 

like over space and time. Several recreationists and managers also cited challenges around enforcing regulations like seasonal 
closures that are geared toward protecting wildlife or other natural resource health. All of the national forests of the GYE are 
experiencing serious declines in recreation budgets (USFS 2014; Merigliano Personal Communication 2017; Gildehaus Personal 
Communication 2016), which makes implementation of any sort of monitoring, and management of recreation infrastructure in 
general, very difficult. For example, on the Beartooth Ranger District (Custer-Gallatin National Forest, MT), both the recreation 
and trails budgets have declined 60% in the last 10 years (Gildehaus Personal Communication 2016). On the Bridger-Teton 
National Forest in WY, the recreation budget declined 24% between 2009 and 2013, and the trails budget declined 38% in that 
same time frame (Jackson Trail Assessment 2017). Many backcountry horsemen groups, trails/pathways groups, and mountain 
bike groups around Greater Yellowstone have responded to these agency budget declines by helping with trail maintenance.

Figure 17: Word cloud generated from interviewee responses to changes 
they have noticed with their form of recreation in the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem during the time they have lived in the area.
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In light of the gaps in recreation use information we also looked at how the recreation resources across the landscape of the 
GYE intersect with broad scale measures of wild character and conservation value (figures 18, 19, 20, and 21). We were only 
able to evaluate areas where recreation infrastructure (and thus opportunities) are abundant relative to the rest of the region 
or places our interviewees specifically mentioned as being popular places to recreate. To some degree, opportunity may reflect 
demand, however these maps are not a direct representation of the ways in which specific recreational use types are spatially 
distributed, or the intensity at which those uses occur. In fact, as previously mentioned, we found the intensity of recreational 
use or use types is not recorded or monitored in most places. Nonetheless, it may be valuable to point out the areas where both 
wildlife habitat/water resources and recreation opportunities abound. These are areas that might benefit from more rigorous data 
or study. 

Figure 18 illustrates how recreation resources intersect with broad scale connective wildlife habitat and important ungulate 
migration routes across the GYE. The Madison and Gallatin ranges in MT, the Teton region in WY and ID, and public lands 
surrounding Cody, WY contain a high density of recreation opportunities (relative to other places on the landscape) and also 
host migration corridors for all the major ungulate species (see figure 18). A corridor important for wildlife habitat connectivity 
in the Rocky Mountain West, and thus ecological process at a broad scale, intersects the Teton region (Theobald et al. 2012; see 
figure 18). The Teton region in WY and ID and the Madison/Gallatin ranges of MT are places where further study would benefit 
recreation planning and management, as important connective core habitat for grizzly bears intersects with areas of high trail 
density in the GYE (figure 19). Trail networks alone in the GYE are extensive, raising questions about whether or not hotpots of 
high trail density in the GYE fragment wildlife habitat (figure 20). All hotspots of recreation infrastructure previously identified 
intersect with various measures of habitat priority for each of the state fish and game agencies in the GYE, such as Montana 
State Wildlife Action Plan Terrestrial Habitat Priorities (figure 21). 
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Figure 18: The intersection of recreation 
resources and landscape level habitat 
connectivity in the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem. Data sources: Greater Yellowstone 
Coalition, National Elevation Dataset, Montana 
Spatial Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial 
Office, Wyoming Geospatial Hub, USDA 
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, 
National Park Service, Montana State Parks, 
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation, 
Wyoming State Parks, Trails, and Historic Sites, 
Theobald et al. (2012), Wildlife Conservation 
Society. Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Figure 19: The intersection of recreation resources 
and grizzly bear habitat in the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem. Data sources: Greater Yellowstone 
Coalition, National Elevation Dataset, Montana 
Spatial Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, 
Wyoming Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, National Park Service, 
Montana State Parks, Idaho Department of Parks and 
Recreation, Wyoming State Parks, Trails, and Historic 
Sites, Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team, Craighead 
Institute unpublished data. Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Figure 20: Non-motorized and 
motorized trails in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem. Data 
sources: Greater Yellowstone 
Coalition, National Elevation 
Dataset, Montana Spatial Data 
Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial 
Office, Wyoming Geospatial Hub, 
USDA Forest Service, Bureau of 
Land Management, National Park 
Service, Montana State Parks, 
Idaho Department of Parks and 
Recreation, and Wyoming State 
Parks, Trails, and Historic Sites. 
Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Figure 21: The intersection of trail infrastructure and various 
measures of habitat priority for Montana Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks, Idaho Fish and Game, Wyoming Game and Fish, and 
Yellowstone National Park. Data sources: Greater Yellowstone 
Coalition, National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial Data 
Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, Wyoming Geospatial 
Hub, USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, 
National Park Service, Montana State Parks, Idaho 
Department of Parks and Recreation, Wyoming State Parks, 
Trails, and Historic Sites, Montana Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, 
Idaho Fish and Game, and Wyoming Game and Fish. Map 
author: Brooke Regan.
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We also considered some of the challenges related to the social aspects of recreation. Figure 22 displays the density of 
recreational trails as they relate to recommended wilderness, wilderness study areas, and designated wilderness on BLM and FS 
lands. Again, the three regions repeatedly identified as hotspots of recreation infrastructure and demand show some potentially 
challenging combinations of areas that are held in a land designation (and thus management direction) limbo and also coincide 
with motorized trails and a high density of recreation infrastructure. The motorized recreational use in some of these wilderness 
study areas or recommended wilderness areas does not conform with how the areas would be managed if they were designated 
as wilderness. Mechanized recreational use also does not conform with a potential future wilderness designation. However, we 

were not able to consistently 
capture the difference between 
trails where mechanized 
use is and is not allowed 
across all jurisdictions of 
Greater Yellowstone. For 
example, some national 
forests have spatial data for 
trails specifically managed 
for mountain biking, while 
spatial datasets from other 
forests only differentiate 
between motorized and 
non-motorized trails with 
attributes indicating 
additional restrictions (e.g. 
some non-motorized trails may 
be closed to mechanized at 
certain times of the year, and 
some are closed to mechanized 
use year around). Non-
motorized trails in designated 
wilderness are not open to 
mechanized recreation.

Figure 22: The intersection of recreation 
resources and wilderness study areas/
recommended wilderness in the Greater 
Yellowstone Ecosystem. Data sources: Greater 
Yellowstone Coalition, National Elevation 
Dataset, Montana Spatial Data Infrastructure, 
Idaho Geospatial Office, Wyoming Geospatial 
Hub, USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land 
Management, National Park Service, Montana 
State Parks, Idaho Department of Parks and 
Recreation, Wyoming State Parks, Trails, and 
Historic Sites. Map author: Brooke Regan.
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Similarly, there are also areas adjacent to the busiest 
communities of the GYE (i.e. Bozeman, MT and Jackson, 
WY) where winter motorized use intersects wilderness 
study areas and recommended wilderness (Figure 23). 
The areas shown as open to winter motorized use in 
Figure 23 are areas where there are no restrictions 
(i.e. there are more areas open to winter motorized 
recreation not shown here, that have a variety of 
restrictions on use). We could not show areas open to 
winter non-motorized recreation for the entire GYE, as 
the data is either not consistent across the relevant land 
management jurisdictions or does not exist. 

Figure 23: Winter motorized recreation 
opportunities and wilderness study areas, 
recommended wilderness, and designated 
wilderness in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 
Data sources: Greater Yellowstone Coalition, 
National Elevation Dataset, Montana Spatial 
Data Infrastructure, Idaho Geospatial Office, 
Wyoming Geospatial Hub, USDA Forest Service, 
Bureau of Land Management, and National Park 
Service. Map author: Brooke Regan.
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A closer look at recreation surrounding several communities of Greater Yellowstone
GallatiN aNd MadiSON RaNGeS, Mt:

What we know about where and how people are recreating: There are at least 65 trails within 15 miles of Bozeman, 
MT (population of 45,000 residents). Users in the Bozeman and Big Sky areas referenced snowmobiling, mountain biking, 
backcountry skiing, camping, fishing, rafting, climbing, and hunting as common recreational activities. 

Snowmobilers frequent the Taylors Fork, Carrot Basin, Portal Creek, Fairy Lake, and Buck Ridge. Important areas to 
mountain bikers include the Bangtail Divide, trails in the immediate vicinity of Bozeman (mostly in the Bridger Mountains), 
Yellow Mules, Portal Creek, Shafthouse, Eastern Bridgers, Chestnut Mountain, the Goose Creek Connector trail, Mystic Lake, 
the Garnett Mountain Trail Network, the Porcupine Buffalo Horn trail, the Lionhead area near West Yellowstone, and Big Sky 
Resort. Backcountry skiers often travel to History Rock, Mount Blackmore, the Northern Bridgers, the Taylor-Hilgard, Beehive 
Basin, and the Absaroka-Beartooths. Go-to spots for fishing include the upper Madison River, the Yellowstone River through 
the Paradise Valley, the East Gallatin, the Gallatin, and Hyalite Creek/Hyalite Reservoir. Estimates of Madison River angling 
pressure from March 2009 to February 2010 were 53,429 angler days from the mouth of the Madison River to the Ennis Dam 
and 120,910 angler days from Ennis Lake to the Hebgen Dam (Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 2010). Given the growth rate 
in Gallatin County is exceeding 3%, it is reasonable to infer that angling pressure has increased since 2009. River sports like 
rafting and kayaking are popular on the Gallatin, Madison, and Yellowstone rivers. Rock climbers frequent Gallatin Canyon and 
Bear Canyon, and drainages above Hyalite Reservoir are important for winter ice climbers. The portion of the Custer-Gallatin 
National Forest that lay within the GYE contains 2,401 trail miles, 165 developed trailheads, 59 campgrounds, capacity for 5,120 
visitors to campgrounds, 865 picnic tables, 12 boating sites, 26 rental cabins and lookout towers, 299 recreation residences, and 
3 hotels, lodges, resorts, and dude ranches (GYCC 2006). A more recent assessment of Custer Gallatin National Forest recreation 
trends conducted as part of the draft assessment of conditions for forest plan revision identified 175 developed trailheads and 
175 outfitter and guide permits (USFS 2016b). 

the good news: The Custer Gallatin National Forest is undergoing Forest Plan Revision. A Forest Plan is the general 
framework that guides forest staff when they propose, analyze and decide upon projects and activities and directs how they 
manage the forest. A coalition of conservation and recreation groups called the Gallatin Forest Partnership has worked 
together to produce a shared proposal for the future of the Gallatin Range. This example illustrates that it is possible to find a 
comprehensive view that finds balance among various interests. 

The large amount of recreational opportunity within a 15-mile radius of Bozeman is likely an important factor attracting 
a talented work force and growth in the tech industry. The outdoor industry also contributes to Montana’s economy. It was 
estimated that on BLM land and water in MT alone, recreation was responsible for 1,797 jobs and $164 million in spending 
impact in 2014 (Lee et al. 2016). Overall, outdoor recreation in MT contributes to 71,000 direct jobs, $7.1 billion in consumer 
spending, $2.2 billion in wages and salaries, and $286 million in state and local tax revenue (outdoorindustry.org).

http://outdoorindustry.org
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the potential challenge: In the heart of the Gallatin Range, the Hyalite Porcupine Buffalo Horn Wilderness Study Area 
(WSA) intersects with potential core grizzly bear habitat, important connective habitat corridors, and a high density of trails with 
popular areas for both motorized and non-motorized use, all within a half hour drive of the booming community of Bozeman. 
Anecdotally, participation in outdoor recreation, especially backcountry skiing, mountain biking, and climbing is increasing. 
One user stated that, “Front country trails are over run.” Another user emphasized how busy Portal Creek is with recreationists 
and expressed concern about the fate of the WSA. Recreational users in Red Lodge, MT indicated they are experiencing 
growth in “overflow” users from Bozeman who are trying to escape crowds. In a 2009 survey of visitors to the Madison River, 
approximately 12% of people responded that the number of people at river access sites on the upper and lower stretches of 
the river was unacceptable (Lewis et al. 2009). While these numbers are surprisingly low given local anecdotes about the high 
amount of use on the Madison River, the survey was conducted in 2009 and it is possible attitudes would be different now.  

 There also exists some tension surrounding the interactions between mountain bikers and other users on popular mixed use 
trails. Past agency research on multi-use conflict indicated conflicts among user groups are often related to differing views about 
the environment, variation in norms among user groups, and different expectations about the experience of recreating in a given 
place (Moore 1994).  Signage, education, communication among user groups, expanded infrastructure and facilities, patrols, 
regulations, speed limits, bike bells, encouraging use in less popular areas, separated trailheads, adequate sight distances, wide 
trails, one-way traffic, and partial (seasonal) closures are all potential solutions to multi-use conflict that were suggested by 
agencies in 1994 (Moore 1994).

In addition to the challenges mentioned above, the Custer Gallatin National Forest recreation budget has decreased 15% since 
2010 (USFS 2016b). A district level recreation manager on the Custer Gallatin National Forest expressed concern about declining 
infrastructure conditions and inadequate resources to accommodate the amount of recreational pressure on that particular 
district.

What we need to know: Quantitative data on recreation intensity and ideally the thresholds at which human use negatively 
impacts waters and various wildlife species would greatly benefit proactive recreation design and planning as the Bozeman area 
continues to grow. Information about human expectations would provide valuable information to recreation managers who must 
balance user expectations with protection of natural resources. Additionally, more scientific information about the population 
and landscape level implications of human influences on wildlife behavior (i.e. habitat avoidance) would provide insight into the 
bottom line for balancing increased recreational use with maintaining access and protecting the iconic ecological attributes/wild 
character of Greater Yellowstone. A thorough inventory of user created trails in the WSA would provide valuable information 
around potential wildlife habitat fragmentation, and the places where new recreational opportunities may not be appropriate as 
demand continues to grow.
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tetON ReGiON, WY aNd id:

What we know about where and how people are recreating: Users in the Teton region referenced mountain biking, 
backcountry skiing, hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, snowmobiling, summer motorized use, hunting, Nordic skiing, 
trail running, river sports, and photography as popular recreational activities. Surveyed Jackson residents use trails an average 
of 13.6 days per month in the summer and 9.7 days per month in the winter (RRC Associates 2015). Teton Pass is a popular 
location for mountain biking and backcountry skiing. A few interviewees also mentioned that mountain biking and skiing at 
Grand Targhee Resort in Alta, WY has substantially increased. The designated wilderness areas in the Teton region are popular 
for hiking. Some mentioned there is a substantial amount of horse riding activity in the Jedediah Smith Wilderness. Teton 
Canyon is a popular location for hikers and more recently mountain bikers, as well as Nordic skiers in the winter. Mountain 
bikers and motorized users frequent the Big Hole Mountains. Other popular locations for mountain bikers include the Palisades 
area, and the Horseshoe Trail System in the Big Hole Mountains. Pole Canyon is frequently used by motorized recreationists 
and Darby Canyon is busy with all forms of recreation. Several interviewees mentioned that in general, use levels are high on 
the public land areas immediately surrounding Jackson, especially where trail access exists right from town such as Cache and 
Game creeks. Oxbow Bend is a very popular place for photographers, and some mentioned that Grand Teton National Park is 
extremely busy in the summer. 

The Bridger-Teton National Forest and a portion of the Caribou-Targhee National Forest that lay within the GYE contain 
3,912 miles of trails, 105 developed trailheads, 76 campgrounds, capacity for 9,924 campground visitors, 320 picnic tables, 32 
boating sites, 11 rental cabins and lookout towers, 309 recreation residences, 14 hotels, lodges, resorts, and dude ranches, and 
1 large recreation complex (GYCC 2006). The Jackson Ranger District, at the heart of recreational activity in the Teton Region, 
contains 834 miles of trails, with the majority of those miles (569.04) designed for equestrian use (USFS 2014). On the Jackson 
Ranger District, the Greater Snow King Area and Teton Pass likely receive the heaviest recreational use (USFS 2014). Friends 
of Pathways and Headwaters Economics found that the Teton Pass area receives 99 users per day on average, with the majority 
being hikers/runners (67%) or mountain bikers (32%). Teton pass use in the winter is likely much higher, as the median count on 
the ascent trail on Mount Glory was 315 users per day and reached as high as 708 (Gude 2016). For comparison, Jackson Hole 
Mountain Resort recorded 558,390 skier visits during the 2016/2017 winter (www.jacksonhole.com). Averaged over the number 
of days in a typical ski season at Jackson Hole Mountain Resort, this equates to 4,000 skiers per day visiting the ski resort. 
The maximum number of people documented on the Mount Glory bootpack (i.e. ascent trail) in a given day is nearly 17% of the 
average skier visitation to Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. The Greater Snow King Trail System received 205 users per day on 
average in the summer, with most of them being hikers or runners (67%) or mountain bikers (23%; Gude 2016).

the good news: Many interviewees suggested the incredible recreation opportunities the Teton region offer are good 
for business and economic prosperity in rural communities surrounding Jackson, WY like Driggs and Victor, ID.  Outdoor 
recreational opportunity is an important factor in why people moved to or stayed in Teton County (RRC Associates 2015).  It was 
estimated that non-motorized recreation on ID BLM lands and waters alone was responsible for 2,368 jobs and $199 million in 

http://www.jacksonhole.com
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spending impact in 2014 (Lee et al. 2016). The Greater Snow King Area trail system was related to 141 Jackson jobs and worth 
$3,235,500 to the local economy in 2010 (USFS 2014). Some said user groups are increasingly engaged with the Forest Service, 
and disconnect among user groups has improved in recent years. One motorized user emphasized that there is a large amount 
of common ground among the various recreation interests in the Teton region, as most people care about the surrounding public 
lands. 

the potential challenge: The Teton region is characterized by a high density of recreation infrastructure, and opportunity, 
relative to the rest of the GYE. These resources coincide with the Palisades Wilderness Study Area (WSA) and recommended 
wilderness, important grizzly bear habitat, crucial big game habitat, major landscape level connective corridors, and high 
quality riparian areas. The Palisades WSA and recommended wilderness contains dense vegetation along trail corridors and 
high quality riparian habitat that could increase the risk of grizzly bear/human interaction (USFS 2014). While human use of 
the area is low relative to other locations in the Teton region, Jackson Ranger District recreation managers suggest the fate 
of the WSA and non-system trails could be an important planning consideration (USFS 2014). The Gros Ventre Wilderness 
contains crucial elk calving areas and bighorn sheep habitat, and high quality grizzly bear habitat that creates opportunities for 
conflicts with human users (USFS 2014). The Jackson Ranger District also identified the Mount Leidy Highlands as a potential 
area where human/grizzly conflict could occur due to recreational activity and high quality grizzly bear habitat intersecting, 
and therefore recommended bear education as an important management consideration (USFS 2014). In the Wyoming Range, 
managers suggest the wilderness character is still in place; however, there are user created trails (USFS 2014). The Shadow 
Mountain/Ditch Creek area of the Jackson Ranger District has an extensive network of user created trails, rapid degradation 
of trail conditions, and a potentially high risk of grizzly bear encounters (USFS 2014). Jackson Hole Mountain Resort is also 
receiving a high amount of tourist activity (USFS 2014). However, many are quick to emphasize it is an appropriate place for 
concentrated infrastructure and recreational use given the level of development in the area.  

 Anecdotally, recreational activity in all forms is increasing in the Tetons. Many mentioned Teton Canyon is receiving a 
high amount of human activity. The biggest challenge discussed by land managers on the west side of the Tetons was that use is 
increasing and infrastructure is lacking. One interviewee discussed the challenges around managing user expectations, especially 
considering the thin and declining Forest Service budget for managing recreation resources. This same interviewee indicated that 
the most effective way to manage recreation in ways that do not degrade natural resources is to create infrastructure that meets 
user expectations. When user expectations are not met, user created trails become prolific and activity becomes more dispersed. 
Infrastructure that concentrates use in high density trail networks also concentrates impacts. However, land managers currently 
do not have the resources to be proactive and strategic, and instead react to challenges as they arise. Managers on the West side of 
the Tetons also mentioned challenges around un-authorized trails created by mountain bikers and motorized users. “If trails aren’t 
meeting user expectations, then people will just choose their own adventure,” one interviewee stated.

In our interviews, we found some recognition that the cumulative impacts of crowds and a variety of recreational activities 
might be a challenge worth considering. Unfortunately, several cited that there is a growing division between wildlife advocates 
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and the recreation community. This division has manifested itself in new challenges. For example, Idaho Fish and Game was 
not supportive of the Southern Valley Trails Project near Victor, ID proposed by the Forest Service. Some argued that the trails 
would help accommodate growing recreational pressures in an area that already receives a lot of use and is close to town, while 
others pointed out that the existing trails were illegal, would fragment important riparian habitat for wildlife, and that baseline 
conditions were not evaluated.

Several people we talked to suggested there are divisions growing among generations in the recreation community stemming 
from misconceptions about values of younger generations and disconnect among younger generations about their possible 
impacts as recreationists. One interviewee mentioned that he didn’t understand why there was so much anger among older 
recreational users toward younger generations of skiers, mountain bikers, and paddlers. This is a wedge that could potentially 
fragment the conservation and recreation communities.

 Finally, and perhaps most commonly referenced among those interviewed in the Teton region, the Teton Pass area will 
continue to be a hotspot for user group conflicts and potential overuse; this area will require continued thoughtful planning and 
management. The Jackson Ranger District Trail Assessment indicated there is a high potential for human conflict with wildlife 
on Teton Pass, and that trail management within the Palisades WSA, management of use level, and addressing user created trails 
will continue to be important recreation planning considerations (USFS 2014).

What we need to know: Information needed in the Teton region is similar to the needs identified for the Madison/Gallatin 
ranges (e.g. use patterns, scientific study regarding use thresholds beyond which negative impacts occur, inventory of user 
created trails, and monitoring of rising recreation pressure/demand). There is more existing information and data in this region 
than most other areas we inventoried, and the attempts to identify recreation planning considerations as seen in the Jackson 
Ranger District trail assessment (USFS 2014) are positive steps toward applying the information that does exist toward better 
management and planning.

COdY, WY aRea:

What we know about where and how people are recreating: Roundtable participants and interviewees in Cody referenced 
snowmobiling, ATV use, hiking, horse packing, hunting, mountain biking, climbing, and skiing as popular recreational 
activities. Snowmobilers value the Beartooth and Island Lake areas. Hiking and backpacking are popular on the Beartooth 
Plateau/ in the High Lakes Wilderness Study Area. The North Fork of the Shoshone River corridor receives a lot of recreational 
activity in all forms, especially hiking and river based activities. The upper North Fork is a popular destination for backcountry 
skiers in the winter. The Washakie Wilderness is a preferred area for summer pack trips and fall hunting. Francs Peak on the 
Shoshone National Forest is a popular hiking destination. Front country areas immediately surrounding Cody receive a large 
amount of ATV use. The South Zone of the Shoshone National Forest is also popular for ATV users and dispersed campers. One 
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interviewee mentioned the Red Lakes area as the epicenter of motorized use around Cody. The Greybull District of the Shoshone 
National Forest lends itself to a fair amount of dispersed recreational activity, due to the extensive road network. Mountain 
bikers spend most of their time on BLM lands around the town of Cody. Mountain bikers frequent Beck Lake, Red Lakes, and 
Newton Lakes. The Beartooth Plateau is an important area for backcountry skiers. Rattlesnake Mountain, Heart Mountain, the 
Clarks Fork Canyon, and McCullough Peaks are other important areas for an array of recreational activities. The Shoshone 
National Forest contains 1,721 miles of trails, 51 developed trailheads, 35 campgrounds, 225 picnic tables, 6 boating sites, 2 
rental cabins and lookout towers, 111 recreation residences, 18 hotels, lodges, resorts, and dude ranches, and 3 large recreation 
complexes (GYCC 2006).

the good news: Like in other communities, interviewees and roundtable participants in Cody referenced the economic 
benefits of living in proximity to high quality recreational opportunities. People in Cody were also quick to point out that growth 
is much slower in their region relative to other places like Bozeman and the Teton region. Users explained that recreational 
activity is low once you go beyond a mile from the trailhead, and in general many of the places Cody residents enjoy recreating 
have not been discovered by the masses. One manager mentioned that the topography of the region limits and concentrates 
recreational activity. Several alluded to past conflicts between mountain bike and motorized groups that have improved a fair 
amount in recent years due to better communication and collaborative efforts. Based on themes derived from conversations in 
Cody, the hotspot of recreation infrastructure around Cody may not necessarily be indicative of the same level of recreation 
demand as the other hotspots of access around Bozeman and Big Sky, MT, Driggs and Victor, ID and Jackson, WY.

the potential challenge: There is a substantial amount of area south of Cody where a network of motorized trails intersects 
with crucial elk habitat. Broad scale connective wildlife habitat (Theobald et al. 2012) intersects the high density trail portion 
of the region. In the winter, there are several areas open to motorized use and accessible via roads that intersect with crucial 
winter range for elk, bighorn sheep, and moose. The primary challenge referenced by interviewees and roundtable participants 
were reckless/uneducated motorized use that has impacted trail quality, creates conflict with other user groups, and potentially 
disrupts important deer and elk habitat. Additionally, one biologist emphasized the safety concern and conservation challenge 
with increased interest in hiking Francs Peak, which is an important moth foraging site for grizzly bears in the late summer and 
early fall.

What we need to know: Growth in Cody is slower than in other places in the GYE. However, given the challenges related to 
unmanaged motorized recreation, the area would benefit from solutions for effectively enforcing management regulations and 
ideas on how to foster a culture where regulations are widely understood and followed. There is a need for more information 
about the most effective winter closure areas to mitigate impacts on wintering ungulates. Scientific study into the effects of 
trail networks on ungulate use of important habitat like migration corridors, and the associated implications for survival and 
reproduction, would be beneficial. Finally, the themes about participation in recreational activity increasing slowly are purely 
anecdotal. As in other places the land management agencies would benefit from empirical information about where, how, and to 

what extent people are recreating.
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Other GYE recreation:
Wind River Range (WY) considerations: While the density of recreation opportunities is low in the Wind River Mountain 

Range relative to other areas of the GYE, several people mentioned that hiking and backpacking are very popular and increasing in 
the wilderness area of the region. The area was described as a climbers’ mecca. Every trail that accesses the wilderness area of the 
range is busy with hikers and climbers. Green River Lakes, Sweetwater Gap, Cirque of the Towers, and Big Sandy are particularly 
popular access points and destinations. One interviewee noted (in reference to the Wind River Range), “It used to be that I would 
only see one person a day on my favorite trails, and now I see lots.”  A couple interviewees mentioned that ATV use in the non-
wilderness areas of the range is also increasing. The National Outdoor Leadership School also has a prominent presence in the 
Wind River Range, and large groups of backpackers are common in the wilderness area during the summer season.

Despite growing wilderness use in the Winds, one interviewee mentioned the community of Lander, WY is unique relative 
to many GYE towns situated in close proximity to world class recreational opportunities in that growth has been slow. This 
particular user suggested, in general, user groups are doing a good job of proactively working together to address conservation 
concerns among themselves. While one interviewee referenced some rogue mountain bike trail building occurring on state 
land outside of Lander known as The Bus, this person emphasized the conservation challenges are not as prominent in the 
communities of Pinedale, WY and Lander, WY as he imagined they likely are in other places in the GYE. 

Red lodge (Mt) considerations: While the previous recreation resource/wildlife habitat maps do not necessarily highlight 
the Red Lodge area, it is certainly worthy of more detailed evaluation given it serves as the primary gateway to the Absaroka-
Beartooth Wilderness. The 2006 Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee report highlighted several areas on the Beartooth 
Ranger District outside of Red Lodge that are at risk of unintended change (GYCC 2006). And, as we found, there are growing 
concerns in the area about loss of the wild character of the wilderness landscape. Several roundtable participants agreed that the 
public lands surrounding Red Lodge receive a lot of overflow users from the Bozeman, MT area, as well as Billings, MT locals.

Hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, paragliding, river sports, skiing, and hunting are all recreational activities 
mentioned as being important to the community of Red Lodge. Much of the public land surrounding Red Lodge is designated 
wilderness area (75% of the Beartooth Ranger District; Gildehaus personal communication 2016), which means that mountain 
bike use is all concentrated in 25% of the public land of the area around Red Lodge. Mountain bike activity is heavy on the 
Palisades Campground trail. Several people mentioned there is growing conflict between mountain bike users and equestrians. 
The Sage and Crooked Creek areas are popular for motorized use, and some referenced resource degradation occurring in the 
area. The Clarks Fork Canyon Box is a world class climbing and kayaking destination. Skiing is becoming increasingly popular 
on Beartooth Pass, and some alluded to snowmobilers riding in new places as snowmobile technology continues to advance.  
Archery hunting in the Mount Maurice area has led to challenges with human grizzly bear conflict and thus safety issues. 
Grizzly bears are expanding their range and potential for conflict with hunters in areas immediately surrounding Red Lodge 
is growing. The Beartooth Ranger District employs a bear technician during hunting season, which has improved bear aware 
practices to some degree (Gildehaus personal communication 2016).
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Unlike most Forest Service districts in Greater Yellowstone, the Beartooth Ranger District outside of Red Lodge monitors 
recreational use on several popular trailheads. The district counted in the realm of 37,689 users at just 6 trailheads in 2016, 
which is a 26.5% increase from the previous year (Gildehaus personal communication 2016). The heaviest used trails are the 
East Rosebud, West Rosebud, West Fork of Rock Creek, Stillwater, and Lake Fork (Beartooth Ranger District 2016). Several 
roundtable participants mentioned that the condition of the East Rosebud trail has degraded. In 2016, at the 3 campgrounds 
where the district collects fees, use numbers were up 12% from the previous year and 48% from 2006 (Beartooth Ranger District 
2016). These increases in use are coupled with a 60% decline in the Beartooth Ranger District trails budget over the last 10 
years (Gildehaus personal communication 2016), meaning that there are less wilderness rangers and degrading recreation 
infrastructure. As a result, there is a rising challenge with human waste in the wilderness area. Some suggested requirements 
that human waste be packed out of the wilderness area. A permit system that provides more opportunity for hiker interface 
with the Forest Service would allow opportunity for education about best practices that leave minimal impact when recreating in 
wilderness areas. However, roundtable participants were quick to emphasize that the solution is not to shut down access.

anecdotes from other GYe communities: Most of the portion of the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest in MT that 
exists within the GYE is known as the High Divide Landscape. In general, this area did not surface as an area where recreation 
resources are most abundant on the landscape. Although the area provides world class recreation opportunities, the challenges 
brewing elsewhere in the GYE may not be surfacing to the same degree in the High Divide. This could be attributable to a lack 
of major population centers; Gallatin County alone, which includes the communities of Bozeman and Belgrade, is inhabited by 
105,000 of the 450,000 people in the entire GYE (Wilkinson 2017).

One land manager mentioned hunting season as a time where some resource degradation and user group conflict occurs on 
the Beaverhead-Deerlodge. The Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest conducted an inventory of dispersed campsites (which are 
recreation resources important to hunters), and documented 1,575 campsites. Given this Forest may have less demand in terms 
of recreational activity relative to others in the GYE, it is interesting to consider how many dispersed sites might exist in other 
areas of the GYE.

Several other themes surfaced in our interviews. West Yellowstone, MT and Island Park, ID are important hubs for motorized 
users, particularly snowmobilers. Hebgen Lake is heavily used by campers, resulting in substantial pressure on soil and 
vegetation resources in campground areas. West Yellowstone also serves as one of the busiest entrances to Yellowstone National 
Park, recording 649,024 vehicle entrances into the park in 2016 alone. One land manager stated, “There is a lot of pressure on 
developed campground infrastructure as a result of Yellowstone visitation.”  
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conclUsIons, cAse stUDIes, AnD neXt stePs

Inventory summary:
Outdoor recreation in the GYE is likely growing in participation and diversifying in form. However, little data exists to 

identify to what degree or where use is concentrated spatially. Most counties of the region are growing, with some growing 
rapidly. Outdoor recreation will likely be crucial to the social and economic well-being of GYE communities moving forward. As 
threats to public lands loom such as climate change, invasive species and underfunded agencies, quantification of the economic 
value of the outdoor economy and access to healthy public lands will become increasingly important. There is an array of 
methodologies for estimating the economic value of recreation resources at sites without empirical data, using already existing 
information (Rosenberger and Loomis 2001). These methods could be used to evaluate the impact to the recreation economy of 
other potential land uses.

The Madison/Gallatin mountain ranges (especially the Hyalite Porcupine Buffalo Horn Wilderness Study Area) in MT, Teton 
region (especially Teton Pass and the Palisades Wilderness Study Area) in ID and WY, lands surrounding Cody, WY (especially 
BLM lands where motorized use is prevalent), and Beartooth Ranger District outside of Red Lodge, MT are potential hotspots 
of challenge and opportunity. In these places, recreation resources are dense, concerns are growing over the social and 
environmental impacts of rising recreational pressure, and little empirical evidence exists to better understand and manage 
these potential impacts. Recreational activity may be relatively low in the majority of the GYE that lay within WY, and the small 
communities of these places are growing less rapidly than Bozeman, MT, Driggs/Victor, ID, and Jackson, WY. An exception may 
be the Wind River Range in WY; recreation resource maps may not fully capture the level at which people value this place for 
hiking, climbing, and backpacking adventures. As more residents and visitors seek new experiences and as the communities of 
the GYE grow and change, careful planning and management will be key to maintaining the wild character of this landscape.

The scientific literature describes potential impacts of human presence as ranging from introduction of exotic species, and 
vegetation and soil degradation which may affect water quality or user experiences and wilderness character, to modification 
of wildlife behavior. The challenge, however, is that thresholds of use level beyond which negative impacts occur are highly 
dependent on the area (no generalizations can be made) and little agency monitoring exists to know whether or not thresholds 
have been crossed. Understanding the actual implications of the previously listed environmental impacts to broad landscape-
level ecological processes (i.e. understanding how behavior may change survival, reproduction, or migration), might be the most 
important information to identifying an effective proactive approach to recreation planning, design, and management. 

Despite the gaps in knowledge surrounding the broad scale ecological implications of recreation related wildlife disturbance, 
we do know that grizzly bears are expanding their range and much of the GYE is grizzly bear habitat. There may be substantial 
safety concerns for humans and bears as people find new ways to enjoy the outdoors and grizzly bears continue to disperse. 
Following a mountain biker fatality resulting from a collision with a grizzly bear in Northwest Montana, an interagency team 
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described trail sight distances as an important consideration in designing and managing recreational opportunities, especially in 
grizzly bear habitat where food resources are seasonally abundant (Servheen et al. 2017).

It is clear that the people we talked to care about public lands, their recreational experiences, and the wild character of the 
GYE. At a minimum, changes experienced on the landscape resulting from rising pressure and growth are a social concern. 
Land managers face substantial challenges moving forward in planning for recreation that maintains access and high quality 
experiences, without degrading the natural resources that make this region unique. There is a need for more information about 
recreational use and impacts, as well as a set of guiding principles for recreation planning and management that recreationists 
and conservationists can agree upon.

To conclude, we take a closer look below at a series of case studies that shine light on potential management tools, solutions, 
and questions for consideration. 

Case Studies: 
In 2006, the Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee (GYCC) convened an interagency effort to capture the current 

trends in outdoor recreational use in the Greater Yellowstone Area. At the time, a team of recreation management professionals 
divided the GYE into fairly fine scaled geographic regions and identified the status of those areas. Areas with a green 
classification were those that could accommodate more recreation without negative impacts to the natural resources or recreation 
setting/experience of the area. Yellow areas were those that could potentially experience unintended setting changes given 
conditions and trends at the time, and red areas were those where standards were not being met. We re-visited some of the areas 
for each classification for each national forest. We picked locations that had been specifically mentioned in our prior interviews 
with recreational users and managers. We reached out to Forest Service recreation management professionals familiar with the 
areas. Where possible we tried to talk to the same person that represented the relevant forest on the interagency team that put 
together the 2006 assessment. In each discussion, we read the several sentences describing the assessment of the area in 2006, 
and asked the manager what their evaluation of that assessment would be today. In cases where they believed the condition 
had changed, we asked the manager to elaborate on what factors or actions may have changed the status of the area between 
2006 and 2017. In some instances, such as all cases on the Beartooth Ranger District, our interviewee suggested the area was 
the same or had only gotten worse since the 2006 assessment. For these cases, the issue most heavily emphasized as being 
responsible for little change or continued degradation of the area was a lack of agency resources to mitigate or address the 
challenges. In other cases, there was a change in condition (for better or worse), and some further insight into what drove the 
change. We explore these insights below. 

We asked a long-time recreation manager on the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National Forest (MT) about the high elevation portion 
of the Tobacco Root Mountains and the Gravelly Range, MT. In 2006, the Tobacco Root Mountains were identified as capable of 
accommodating additional recreational use especially in the forms of hiking and backpacking. Our interviewee suggested the 
assessment would still be true today; the area can still accommodate more use. He pointed out that the issue in the Tobacco Roots 
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is lack of access. There is a high level of motorized use in the mid and lower elevations that make the setting less accessible to 
hikers and backpackers seeking the solace of the high elevation portion of the range. This may be an area of the GYE that can 
accommodate more recreational opportunity in the form of improved access.

In 2006, the Gravelly Range, MT area was categorized as yellow. Managers stated the area provided low density recreation 
opportunities in the form of hiking, horseback riding, and backpacking. They also described the area as mainly characterized 
by roadless land; however, the region was deemed vulnerable due to road improvements over time as well as rising recreational 
pressure. Our interviewee disagreed with this assessment. Although management direction does exist for the area, the resources 
to implement management actions on the ground are lacking. He also suggested that in reality the entire range is affected by 
road activity and was in 2006 as well. While the north end of the Gravelly Range has quality hiking opportunities, the rest 
of the range would benefit from field administration of management prescriptions. The south end of the range is particularly 
lacking in roadless character. In 2006, the interagency team did not classify any areas of the Beaverhead-Deerlodge National 
Forest as being in the red category. We asked our interviewee if this would hold true today and he stated that most areas of 
the forest actually go into the red zone during hunting season. The forest is increasingly popular during hunting season, and 
motorized use is heavy. Our interviewee also noted that while many areas are susceptible to impact during hunting season, it 
isn’t necessarily true in all cases that the area can’t accommodate more use. Rather, there is a strong need for more resources to 
effectively manage recreation.

Yellowstone Meadows and the Hawk’s Rest areas on the Bridger-Teton National Forest (WY) were classified as red areas in 
2006. The team noted the area was crowded, in part due to hunting and fishing publicity for the area. The assessment indicated 
campsite conditions and crowding were exceeding the wilderness prescription for the places. When asked to evaluate this 
assessment now, our interviewee stated that these areas are the busiest in the Teton Wilderness, but go through cycles where use 
increases over a period of time and then drops. She indicated that overall, the same assessment of the status of the area in 2006 is 
probably still true today. While these areas do not warrant high alarm, they are in need of management attention. This is an area 
that would benefit from creative ideas from stakeholders about how to balance recreation and wilderness character.

In 2006, the GYCC classified the Mt. Leidy Highlands (WY) and the Slate Creek (WY) area on the Bridger Teton National 
Forest as vulnerable to unintended change to recreation settings and natural resources. The Interagency team documented a 
large amount of un-authorized motorized use, especially during hunting season. Our interviewee suggested that this area has 
seen dramatic improvements since 2006. In 2009, the forest went through travel management and identified motorized and 
non-motorized routes. Travel management planning and implementation has substantially improved un-authorized motorized 
use. This example proves that meeting user expectations in the right areas can be beneficial for enforcement of management 
regulations.

The GYCC also classified the Teton Pass area as being vulnerable to unintended change in 2006. This was in large part 
due to user-created trails for mountain biking that were causing a large amount of soil erosion. Since 2006, the Bridger-Teton 
National Forest made substantial investments in trail infrastructure and major improvements to the system trail network. These 
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improvements have in large part mitigated the challenges with new trail building. Additionally, a culture of peer enforcement 
and volunteer patrols have helped with these issues (USFS 2014). On the other hand, the area is experiencing new challenges 
resulting from increasing recreational use in both the summer and winter. User group conflicts and parking are among the 
most challenging issues. The Teton Pass area is one where the Bridger-Teton National Forest committed to accommodating more 
recreational use during the 2006 assessment; the area would benefit from further exploration of ways to mitigate issues that 
arise on any given day (e.g. 708 people could be parking on the pass to access popular skiing locations like Mount Glory). 

Best management practices:
The recreation opportunity spectrum is a tool used by land managers to ensure there are a diversity of recreation settings 

and opportunities across a landscape like Greater Yellowstone (GYCC 2006). An important theme gleaned from our work has 
been that managing for user expectations and desired settings is an important practice for minimizing illegal trail building, 
un-authorized use, and user group conflicts. The Recreation Opportunity Spectrum, while an important big picture guiding 
tool to manage for desired settings, is relatively coarse and only contains a handful of setting classifications. In our search 
for information, we have noticed that people reference frustrations and challenges at the scale of specific trails and drainages. 
It appears there may be a disconnect between the expectations of recreational users and the frameworks in which recreation 
managers are working.

When considering recreation and wildlife conservation, it is difficult to make generalizations about best management 
practices considering the substantial gaps in our understanding of recreation impacts. We need a better understanding of the 
ways high density trail networks impact behavior and habitat use of species like grizzly bears, and the implications of those 
impacts for survival and reproduction. For example, the grizzly bear conservation strategy, which provides management 
guidelines for grizzly bears in the Greater Yellowstone Area, does not address trail density. One issue that is clear, however, 
is the potential for human-grizzly bear conflict in Greater Yellowstone. Managers should consider designing trails that take 
into account sight distances due to vegetation density, trail curvature, and ambient noise levels (Servheen et al. 2017). Design 
elements that minimize the probability of human-wildlife encounters can also be incorporated into campgrounds, especially 
through the use of zoning techniques for the developed area (Creachbaum et al. 1998). Seasonal closures are another important 
tool for mitigating potential impacts or conflicts during certain times of the year where wildlife are particularly vulnerable to the 
consequences of altering their habitat use or modifying behavior in response to human disturbance (e.g. use seasonal closures 
in areas with winter kill ungulates in productive grizzly bear habitat during the spring season or seasonal closures in important 
winter range for big game). Examples of winter closure efforts in Greater Yellowstone include the Big Hole/Horseshoe area 
winter closure in ID, the Sand Creek desert in St. Anthony, ID, and Don’t Poach the Powder campaign in the Teton Range, WY.

There is a strong need for implementation of recreational use monitoring protocol in order to base recreation management 
decisions on empirical data. Given land management agencies may be up against pressures to find ways to adapt to rising 
recreational demand, monitoring seems especially important moving forward. It is untenable to think that agencies can both 
accommodate and adapt to rising demand without knowing quantitatively what demand looks like over time or how changing 
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demand influences the spatial patterns of recreational use. There is a need for guidelines that ensure adaptation to rising 
demand is thoughtful and doesn’t degrade the land, water, and wildlife resources that make recreation in Greater Yellowstone so 
attractive in the first place. 

Given the challenges land management agencies face with declining budgets, partnerships and volunteer work may be key 
to building a culture among recreationists that respects regulations aimed at minimizing user group conflicts and resource 
degradation. Land managers should pursue youth programs and partnership with volunteer organizations where possible (USFS 
2015); these relationships may be key to implementing any sort of standardized ecosystem wide monitoring protocol.

Concentration of new recreational opportunities in front country areas that are well developed, exist in close proximity 
to population centers, and provide a large amount of existing infrastructure could be one management practice that might 
minimize degradation of natural resources and wild character elsewhere. The Greater Snow King area, accessible from the town 
of Jackson, is an example where use is concentrated and volunteer work/partnerships keep the trail system in good shape. Grand 
Targhee Resort, WY and Big Sky Resort, MT both provide summer mountain biking opportunities during the summer season, 
thus concentrating year around recreational opportunities in a heavily developed place with a large amount of infrastructure to 
accommodate growing pressures.

Perhaps most importantly, recreation planning and management always benefits from substantial stakeholder input. A 
Madison River, MT advisory committee was put together to develop recommendations and suggestions for management actions 
for the Madison River. The group identified recreation interests, angling industry interests, commercial/economic interests, 
and management interests. The committee used this information to identify shared goals and values for the Madison River, and 
identified a suite of agreed upon guiding principles/associated management recommendations (e.g. thresholds of user activity 
that no stakeholder was comfortable with and an associated management action like implementation of permits if that threshold 
was exceeded). Perhaps the regions identified in our assessment as being hotspots of challenge and opportunity - the Bozeman 
and Teton regions - would benefit from similar working groups.

The biggest barrier to land management agencies being able to effectively balance rising recreational demand and 
conservation is a lack of resources. There is a strong need for ideas about new, creative ways for recreational users to generate 
funds for conservation, in the same ways the Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act of 1937 uses funds generated from the sales 
of firearms and ammunition and state hunting licenses for wildlife management in the United States. 
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Symposium recap and next steps:
“Our Shared Place: The Present and Future of Recreation in Greater Yellowstone,” a symposium convened by Greater 

Yellowstone Coalition and Montana State University (MSU) on April 23rd and 24th, 2018 highlighted consensus from a diversity 
of interests that growing recreation pressures poses conservation challenges. Of the symposium attendees who took our survey, 
100% indicated they agree that increasing recreational use is a conservation challenge, with 86% of those people stating they 
strongly agree. There was widespread interest among symposium attendees in identifying solutions and convening working 
groups locally, regionally, statewide, or even at the ecosystem level to begin that process. Here are a few key themes and 
questions to consider in any effort to build solutions: 

1. ValueS:

a. Is it problematic that several major hotspots of recreation infrastructure (and potentially 
recreation demand) in the GYE coincide with areas important to landscape scale ecological 
processes (e.g. important connective corridors)?

b. What do we value as GYE inhabitants and where and when do these values conflict? How do we 
handle those conflicts?

c. If wildlife, wild places, and solitude are important values, then where in the GYE is new 
recreation infrastructure appropriate and where should we be cautious in allowing new 
recreational opportunities?

2. POliCY aNd FuNdiNG:

a. What are some policy changes that would allow recreation managers to more effectively manage 
the recreation opportunities we currently have in ways that might ensure more recreation 
resources aren’t needed?  

b. Is there a role for the outdoor industry in advocating for mechanisms for generating new sources 
of funding for conservation?

c. Can partnerships for stewardship and funding bias land management agencies in policy or 
project decisions?

3. data aNd tOOlS:

a. Are the spatial patterns of actual recreational use in the GYE correlated with the places where 
infrastructure is most abundant (i.e. where are the wildest places in the GYE)? 
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b. Can data that describes spatial patterns enable managers to plan for where new recreational 
access is or is not appropriate?

c. How do we ensure landscape or ecosystem level integrity with increasing access and demand?

d. What tools do land managers and decision makers need to adapt to and accommodate growing 
recreation pressures?

e. What types of data or information about growing recreational pressures can most effectively 
inform tools for mitigating the cumulative impacts of growth?

4. ethiCal aNd CultuRal ShiFtS: 

a. In light of increasing visitation and recreational demand, is there a need for a new ethic among 
those who live and recreate in the GYE?  

b. What does a new ethic look like (i.e. what are some best recreation practices) and what would it do?  

c. What communities have historically been underrepresented in outdoor recreation and 
conservation and how do we ensure that building a shared vision for recreation in the GYE is 
inclusive?

d. If we are to build a new ethic, how do we collectively change our expectations in a way that 
ensures our recreational pursuits and conservation values align?  

e. How do we change our expectations in ways that acknowledge constraints of public land 
managers?  

f. How could these expectations inform current management frameworks?
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APPenDIces
Appendix A:
iNteRVieW queStiONS FOR uSeR GROuP RePReSeNtatiVeS:

1. How long have you been in the area?
2. What got you into your sport? 
3. Where are your favorite places to recreate? Why?
4. How often do you go to these places?
5. What are your favorite times of the year to recreate? Why? Favorite time of day? Why?
6. Where are the most popular places that people (insert recreational activity) in your area?
7. What trends have you seen with involvement with your sport in this area?  Increasing, decreasing, staying the same?
8. What future trends do you foresee with your sport in this area?

If things are going well, and there is time:
9. What are the issues that you foresee with (insert recreational activity) in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem?

queStiONS FOR FS/BlM/NPS OutReaCh:

1. Where (in the geographic area that you are responsible for) are recreational uses influencing resource management 
decisions (or even just discussion) most strongly? Why?

2. As a manager, what recreational groups have you encountered conflict with? In what ways/ for what reasons?
3. Where, in your area, is recreational use most intense? What forms of recreation are authorized and which uses are 

most common? What forms of recreation do you wish you had more guidance on making agency decisions? Do you feel 
pressure to allow or accommodate new recreational uses (e.g. e-bikes, more MTB trails, etc.)? Why? How do you handle 
those pressures?

4. What data do you have and utilize for recreational planning/management? 
5. Access to this data?
6. Do you have a sense for types of recreation or places where recreation is concentrated in your area that are authorized but 

that your agency has not officially captured (with spatial data, or in any sort of report, etc.)?
7. Do you have suggestions for outfitters/guides/other private groups that we should contact (that use the area)?
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Appendix B:
CONSeRVatiON/ReCReatiON iNVeNtORY
ROuNdtaBle GOalS (not for hand-out; write on poster paper):

1. Inform you all of our conservation/recreation work at the Greater Yellowstone Coalition.

2. Identify what places are important to you, and how/to what extent you recreate in those places.

3. Gain local insights from you all about the changes with, future of, and issues related to recreation in this area.

GYC ReCReatiON iNVeNtORY
ROuNdtaBle aGeNda:

• Introduction: 10-15 minutes (after everyone has signed in/I have identified note 
takers for the tables, etc.)

 ¤ Intros
 ¤ Thank you
 ¤ Overview of GYC project
 ¤ Overview of goals for the roundtable
 ¤ Remaining time: quick questions or concerns

•	 Icebreaker: 5-7 minutes

 ¤ Describe activity/pass out sticky note pads (1-2 minutes)
 ¤ Give everyone (2-3 minutes)
 ¤ Go over a couple themes (2 minutes)

•	 Organize people into 3 tables, depending on group size (2 minutes)

•	 Map activity (to be worked on as a group at each table; emphasize that everyone 
should make marks on the maps): 20 minutes

 ¤ Describe activity (2 minutes)
 ¤ Give everyone (17 minutes)/answer questions as need be
 ¤ Ask everyone to switch tables
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•	 Question 3 (to be discussed as a group at each table): 10 minutes

 ¤ Ask the question (1 minute)
 ¤ Give everyone (4-5 minutes) to discuss/note taker write
 ¤ 2-3 minutes for note takers to share themes with whole group
 ¤ 1-3 minutes to summarize

•	 Question 4 (to be discussed as a group at each table): 10 minutes

 ¤ Ask the question (1 minute)
 ¤ Give everyone (4-5 minutes) to discuss/note taker write
 ¤ 2-3 minutes for note takers to share themes with whole group
 ¤ 1-3 minutes to summarize

•	 Give everyone the chance to switch tables (2-3 minutes)

•	 Question 5 (to be discussed as a group at each table): 10 minutes

 ¤ Ask the question (1 minute)
 ¤ Give everyone (4-5 minutes) to discuss/note taker write
 ¤ 2-3 minutes for note takers to share themes with whole group
 ¤ 1-3 minutes to summarize

•	 Summarize, go over next steps, thank everyone (2-3 minutes)

Total time: 1 hr. 10 minutes—1 hr. 20 minutes
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GYC ReCReatiON iNVeNtORY
ROuNdtaBle queStiONS:

1. Think about your favorite place to recreate. You can fill out several post-it notes. On each post-it note, write a couple words 
that capture why this is your favorite place to bike, hike, ski, run, ride—whatever it may be. Then, place the post-it notes 
under the recreation activities (on the poster paper at the front) that you associate with (you can place post-it notes under 
more than one type of recreation).

2. On the map (or maps) at your table, mark your favorite places to recreate. Feel free to draw in trails that you know are 
missing. You can also circle general areas that you like to recreate, or mark trails that are your favorite. Please use the 
legend handout to label your marks with a number that corresponds to your recreational activity. If you can, label your 
marks with a letter as well (see legend handout) that corresponds to the frequency with which you generally recreate in 
those areas. 

3. What changes have you noticed with recreation during the time you have lived here?

4. What do you think will happen with recreation here in the future?

5. What should be done to address increasing recreational pressures?
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Appendix C:
iNteRVieW COdiNG theMeS:

Values:
• Conservation values
• Recreation values
• Values of both
• Other values

intersection of conservation and recreation:
• Challenges 
• Benefits and opportunities
• Solutions

Recreation inventory:
• What
• Where 
• To what extent

Nearest community:
• Bozeman
• Big Sky
• West Yellowstone
• Island Park
• Driggs or Victor
• Jackson
• Pinedale
• Lander
• Red Lodge
• Cooke City
• Ennis
• Livingston


